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Abstract: In the Fifth Generation (5G) wireless standard, the Internet of Things (IoT) will interconnect billions of Machine Type Communications (MTC) devices. Fixed and mobile wearable devices and sensors are expected to contribute to the majority of IoT traffic. MTC device mobility has been considered with three speeds, namely zero (fixed) and medium and high speeds of 30 and 100 kmph. Different values for device mobility are used to simulate the impact of device mobility on MTC traffic. This work demonstrates the gain of using distributed antennas on MTC traffic in terms of spectral efficiency and fairness among MTC devices, which affects the number of devices that can be successfully connected. The mutual use of Distributed Base Stations (DBS) with Remote Radio Units (RRU) and the adoption of the millimetre wave band, particularly in the 26 GHz range, have been considered the key enabling technologies for addressing MTC traffic growth. An algorithm has been set to schedule this type of traffic and to show whether MTC devices completed their traffic upload or failed to reach the margin. The gains of the new architecture have been demonstrated in terms of spectral efficiency, data throughput and the fairness index.
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1. Introduction

The emergence of low power consumption wireless technologies is one of the main enablers of the Internet of Things (IoT) and the emergence of the Fifth Generation (5G) wireless standard in 2020 will be the key to IoT growth and its establishment as a tangible concept to the user. A key enabling factor for IoT traffic growth is the proliferation of wearable devices and sensors. These devices can be worn on a person and have the potential to communicate to the network directly through wireless connectivity or indirectly through a smartphone using Bluetooth, ZigBee and Wi-Fi or any other standards. Such devices include smart watches, smart glasses, smart health sensors, fitness sensors, navigation and tracking devices and so forth [1]. The huge growth of mobile traffic is generated by billions of connected devices. Moreover, the introduction of Machine Type Communications (MTC) is significantly accelerating this growth. To meet these demands, 5G must have the technologies to support such growth.

MTC describes technologies, algorithms and mechanisms that enable connected devices and services to perform data transaction seamlessly without human intervention. Seamless MTC connectivity is vital, especially when the number of devices involved can be significantly large and
therefore, it would be meaningful and more sensible if the MTC devices communicate directly without human intervention [2].

One of the main challenges of the future 5G network is how to handle massive MTC traffic due to billions of connected devices and machines that need wireless connectivity. In IoT, a huge number of MTC devices (billions of sensors) will need access to the network periodically to transmit their payloads with very low data rates requirements. These devices include wireless sensors, weather and environment sensors and vehicular communication [3]. In addition, there are wearable sensors that are used to measure user health status (body temperature, blood pressure and heart beat)—these wearable devices monitor the health of patients and can trigger an alert when a health issue arises.

Globally, 325 million MTC wearable devices existed in 2016, where 11 million of them have embedded cellular connections. This figure is anticipated to reach 11.6 billion connected devices in 2021, exceeding the world population in that year [4]. These devices include car GPS systems and tracking devices, smart metering and utilities, health sensors that help patient’s record their health status, home and office security, maintenance sensors, building automation, automotive and consumer electronic gadgets. This growth in smarter devices and MTC connections is an indication of the massive growth of IoT, which brings together people, machines, processes and data, to make mobile computing and machine connectivity very pervasive in the 5G era. MTC capabilities are experiencing an evolution from 2G to 3G, 4G and new wireless technologies. As per Cisco Virtual Network Index (VNI), the traffic size of the M2M category will dramatically increase from 0.157 Exabytes per month in 2016 to 2.224 Exabytes per month in 2021, with a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 70% [4], as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Cisco VNI, MTC data growth rate [4].](image)

In this paper, the concept of Distributed Base Stations (DBS) with Remote Radio Units (RRUs) is adopted in order to sidestep the lack of coverage that characterises millimetre wave band (mmWave) communications, particularly in the pioneer band at 26 GHz [5]. The use of RRU in a mobile network was originally proposed to improve the indoor coverage of a cellular network [6]. In Reference [7], RRRUs were used to improve the network coverage in high data rate demands areas, the authors conducted empirical measurements regarding the links connecting the BBUs and RRUs. An algorithm was developed in Reference [8] in order to optimise the number of RRRUs deployed in a network using game theory. Multipoint transmission coordination of distributed RRRUs has been investigated in References [9,10]. While the first investigation on using remote antennas in the mmWave band was introduced in Reference [11], where the author has demonstrated the importance of remote antennas on minimising the shadow fading of wireless networks in the Local Multipoint Distribution Service (LMDS) band.

In Reference [12], the authors have investigated how to support MTC services through HetNets with relay deployments and Carrier Aggregation (CA) in the Long Term Evolution (LTE) network.
However, they only considered fixed (stationary) sensors such as weather sensors and used a single base station that is equipped with omnidirectional antenna. The authors in Reference [13] have proposed a mechanism for the traffic engineering of MTC through multi-objective optimization and enhances the performance of both machine traffic and human traffic. The impact of MTC traffic on cellular network has been considered by Reference [14], where the authors have proposed a general framework to evaluate the MTC performance in cellular network.

In mmWave bands, however, there are few contributions on MTC traffic in these bands. In Reference [15], MTC communication has been studied at a 40 GHz carrier frequency with 5 m link distance and the study has been conducted for healthcare sector. An experimental channel measurement has been conducted at 60 GHz for an indoor scenario [16], which shows channel interdependency that can help predict channel parameters in Machine-to-Machine (M2M)/MTC sensor network. Also in Reference [17], a 60 GHz channel capacity and bit rate analyses has been presented and compared with the sub 6 GHz links from IoT perspectives—the authors have found that the use of the mmWave band is a viable solution for the provision of a high performance links to support IoT.

This paper, however, investigates the joint use of DBS network architecture and the adoption of mmWave, particularly 26 GHz, to cope with the massive traffic of MTC connections, where fixed sensors and wearable sensors are supported by 5G in the IoT environment. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Connected Health (CH) is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, the DBS structure is clarified, while the network model is described in Section 4. In Section 5, the problem formulation is discussed, followed by the resource assignment algorithm in Section 6. The simulation result is presented and discussed in Section 7. The gain of using DBS network architecture is discussed in Section 8. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 9.

2. Connected Health

The 5G network will support sensors with very low energy consumption, e.g., one battery charge every 15 years. This new paradigm will be very beneficial for medical connected devices such as blood pressure or insulin body sensors. 5G will provide healthcare solutions through connected health (CH), which could be for prevention, providing medical information and monitoring.

In References [18,19], a measurement of different medical sensors has been collected as shown in Table 1. These sensors are used to be connected to patient’s body for continuous measurements and feedback. Some of them are used for rehabilitation, which need continuous transmission and monitoring. These sensors include Electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiography (EKG), body temperature, heartbeat, insulin level and blood pressure. A new technology studying a prototype chip that is used to predict a heart attack before it happens by measuring some biological parameters and to warn its user.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Type</th>
<th>Sampling Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Bits Per Sample</th>
<th>No. of Channels</th>
<th>Date Rate (bps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>98,304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKG</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>3200–9600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood pressure</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse oximeter</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac output</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body temperature</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Data traffic for some medical sensors [18,19].

These sensors are classified into three types: (i) “wearable” sensor: where a patient can wear these sensors to start collecting their data. This type of sensor includes temperature, pressure and accelerometer sensors; (ii) The second type is “implantable” in the patient’s body, such as camera pill and insulin level sensors, which need to be injected into the body; (iii) The third category is “stationary” sensors, which are placed in a medical centre for example, so that these sensors will surround patients
and be used to collect information about patient behaviours, such as visual sensors—for more details on body sensors please refer to Reference [20]. The connected health diagram is shown in Figure 2, where a group of patients are uploading their information through the wireless local area network (WLAN) of the medical centre. In this scenario, a user can use their smartphone as a gateway for M2M links; the smartphone will periodically collect information from these sensors through e.g., (Bluetooth, Wi-Fi) with a special M2M application made for this purpose. The M2M Gateway sends the data using the 5G cellular network to a special server, which is M2M data management to manage and store the data. After that, these data are sent to a medical centre for monitoring and further processing.

**Figure 2.** Connected Health (CH), where Machine Type Communication (MTC) devices transmit to the Gateway through 5G cellular network.

### 3. Distributed Base Station

In the radio access network (RAN) [21], the cellular network is modelled with Base Stations (BSs) that are responsible for providing coverage and resource assignment to the users. The default architecture is three sectors implementation, in which the BS is transmitting with directional antennas in three directions. All antennas are co-located at the BS location, the term CBS will be used for future representation of Co-located BS. An alternative approach is DBS network architecture. DBS splits the BS into two parts: the BBU part located at the centre and RRUs part that are mounted on remote towers apart from their corresponding BBUs.

In this scheme, the RRUs are connected with fibre links to their corresponding BBUs. Fibre links are used to power the RRUs and carry the signalling.

The DBS network fits well with C-RAN network architecture. In C-RAN, BS comprises a number of distributed RRUs that are connected with high speed fibre links to their BBUs, where all data processing is handled. Signalling is carried over these dedicated links—called fronthaul—which connect the RRUs to the BBU [22]. RRUs have the ability to improve the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) in their deployment area. The SINR mapping is shown in Figure 3, where DBS architecture is used, representing three BBUs and for each BBU there are two RRU, the path loss and
shadow fading map is shown here, comparing default CBS architecture with no remote antennas with a DBS architecture with two remote antennas. As shown in this figure, SINR is improved in the regions where RRUs are existed. RRU system design includes transceivers, duplexers, analogue to digital conversion (ADC), filtering processes and power amplifier (PA) stage. DBS network architecture paves a new paradigm for 5G UDN deployment, by making the next generation network architecture efficient, flexible and scalable.

The adoption of RRUs in next generation network has many advantages, such as [23]:

- Smaller footprint and higher software flexibility.
- Easier installation, lower site rental costs, remote and easier upgrades.
- Optimized coverage, with potential multipoint transmission enabled by runtime precoding, which support spatial multiplexing [9].
- Higher energy and spectral efficiency network.

In this work, RRUs are exploited to forward traffic to the cell edge users, where remote RRUs share the resources with the BBU using the same centralised scheduler. RRUs have been located apart from the BBU in order to provide optimum coverage and capacity to all surrounding users [24].

![Figure 3. The signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) mapping with and without Remote Radio Units (RRUs).](image)

4. Network Model

The network model is described in Figure 4, where mmWave nodes operating at 26 GHz with multiple RRUs connect a finite number of MTC devices, with different sensor types. Four networks have been considered, each with specific device requirements. These network ranges from net-1 with
the least demanding MTC devices to net-4, with the most stringent requirements. The MTC devices are either fixed, such as smart meters or mobile such as health monitoring sensors; which have been modelled with three different speeds, to evaluate their performance, namely (0, 30 and 100) kmph, as such sensors are expected to be worn by the mobile user.

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is used as the waveform in this work due to its high performance in dealing with multipath signals, lower computational complexity and direct compatibility with Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) system. The system bandwidth is divided into small divisions called Resource Blocks (RB). Each RB is allocated to a single MTC sensor for single Transmission Time Interval (TTI), each TTI equals to 1 ms [25].

Figure 4. Network model, where mmWave DBS network, with multiple RRUs that connect different type of sensors, MTC devices (red circles) and dashed lines represent the fronthaul links.

In Reference [3] the authors have studied the requirements of real-time fixed smart metres, they have found that data transaction by these smart metres occur every $T_s = 120$ s, where smart metres transfer data by accessing the network for $T_a = 430$ ms and transmit their payload at a rate of $R_b = 60$ kbps. This is the most stringent fixed sensor requirement, as other sensors are less stringent. For instance, some weather sensors access the network to upload data at periods of five minutes. Additionally, some health sensors require uploading data with very low rate (heart beat $R_b = 640$ bps, body temperature at 2.4 bps and blood pressure at rate of 1.92 kbps [19]). However, EEG has the highest demands of 98 kbps as shown in Table 1 and therefore, a margin of 100 kbps is used in the setting of our algorithm.

4.1. The mmWave Bands

Due to spectrum scarcity in the legacy spectrum below 3 GHz, the 5G system will extend its frequency to the mm-wave bands, particularly from 20 to 90 GHz, because there is a vast amount of unexploited bandwidth. This step is revolutionary because of the very different propagation rules, severe atmospheric attenuation and hardware constraints that characterise mm-wave communication. These challenges, however, can be overcome by using beamforming and larger scale antenna arrays.
It is generally accepted that the mm-wave communication is better used with small-cell radius below 200 m, in order to reduce the high path loss and atmospheric attenuation (by making APs closer to the users). Fortunately, this action of using dense mm-wave hotspots fits with the trend of current network densification by small-cells [26–28].

As per the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the UK Office of Communications (Ofcom), released the many bandwidths at mmWave band for point-to-point communications and broadband wireless systems with light license [29]. This band includes: 500 MHz at 26 GHz band in the UK, LMDS band from 28 to 30 GHz and 38 GHz, the license-free band at 60 GHz and the E-band at 71–76 GHz, 81–86 GHz and 92–95 GHz [26]. The mmWave node has three sectors with directional antennas patterns:

\[
A(\theta) = -\min \left[ 12 \left( \frac{\theta}{\theta_{3\text{dB}}} \right)^2 , A_m \right] \quad \text{where} \quad -180 \leq \theta \leq 180 \tag{1}
\]

where \(\theta_{3\text{dB}}\) is the 3 dB horizontal beam width that is equals to 65 degree, \(\theta\) ranged from −180 to 180 degree and \(A_m\) is the maximum attenuation that’s equal to 20 dB [25]. All MTC devices are equipped with omnidirectional antennas with 0 dB gain. The network model parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waveform</td>
<td>OFDM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>MTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx Power</td>
<td>10 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx antenna gain</td>
<td>15 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx pattern</td>
<td>As in Equation (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical tilt</td>
<td>−6 degree (down tilt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier frequency</td>
<td>26 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Site-Distance (ISD)</td>
<td>150 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>(1.4, 3, 5, 10, 20) MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx antenna elements</td>
<td>1, 2 and 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx Antenna height</td>
<td>10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>Adaptive (QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of interest (ROI)</td>
<td>ROI = 600 × 600 m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTC devices</td>
<td>Up to 500 MTC devices per ROI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Figure</td>
<td>10 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Density</td>
<td>−174 dBm/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Model</td>
<td>FTP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2. Path Loss

Channel measurements such as in [30,31] demonstrate that mmWave is sensitive to blockages, with different path loss between LOS and NLOS transmission. These signals have high penetration loss through solid materials and high rain attenuation due to scattering [26]. Therefore, LOS transmission is limited by the existence of blockage. Furthermore, NLOS transmission as a result of reflected LOS from blockage surface are generally week but usually can contribute to cover the shadowed areas caused by blockages [31]. In general, LOS propagation is similar to the free space, with a path loss exponent of 2 [32]. While the path loss exponent of NLOS link is shown in [30,32] to be larger than the LOS exponent, of around 3.86 at UT Austin campus and 5.76 in New York city downtown. Recent path loss model for mmWave above 6 GHz has been released by 3GPP in [33,34].

The Macroscopic path loss between a BS and MTC device is represented by the propagation path loss as shown in Figure 5, where:

\[
d_{3D} = \sqrt{(d_{2D})^2 + (h_{BS})^2} \tag{2}
\]
with

\[ PL_1 = 32.4 + 20 \log_{10}(f_c) + 21 \log_{10}(d_{3D}) \]  

(3)

for LOS transmission, and:

\[ PL_2 = 32.4 + 20 \log_{10}(f_c) + 31.9 \log_{10}(d_{3D}) \]  

(4)

for NLOS transmission [34], \( f \) is the carrier frequency in GHz, \( d_{3D} \) is the distance in metres between BS and MTC device as described in Figure 5 and \( h_{BS} \) is the height of the BS. The distribution of the shadow fading is log-normal, with different standard deviation for each scenario, outdoor, indoor, office layout, LOS/NLOS. All these details are given in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) documentations in [34] in Table 7.4.1-1.

4.3. MTC Traffic Model

This traffic model of MTC is represented by the case when devices have a finite amount of data to transmit and hence the name finite buffer. When this finite data is transmitted, the session is finished and the devices are then removed from the resource scheduler and enter a waiting time during which they start collecting new data for a new session. Finite buffer includes device transmission or reception of a given rate \( R_b \) and for finite time intervals \( T_a \), when this time is finished the device is removed from the scheduling process, collects new data for a finite time interval \( T_s \), after that the device starts a new session [35].

The simulation time should be long enough to accommodate for the sensor’s activity time, in which all transmissions occur and sleeping time in which data collection occurs. In this work, 400 ms is considered for the session time (active), after this the session expires; a data collection session starts which lasts for two minutes. The simulation results obtained when using finite buffer traffic model are tends to be more realistic compared with “full buffer” traffic model because in normal cellular network, users are not expected to request an infinite amount of data, which is the case characterised by the full buffer model.

4.4. Inter-Cell-Interference

Inter-Cell Interference (ICI) is one of the main challenges that degrades the performance of wireless network, particularly at the cell-edge areas. ICI is caused by reusing the same time-frequency resources is used in nearby cells, which cause co-channel interference. ICI increase significantly in the next generation UDN network architecture, because network deployment is with high densification. With the dramatic increase of ICI from surrounding cells, ICI coordination (ICIC) is necessary to cope with the dramatic increase of ICI from surrounding cells.
with excess interference. One of the most effective ICIC is the Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) [36]. The impact of ICI from the surrounding cells has been considered in this work in order to realise an accurate traffic and fairness measurements of the network model.

4.5. System Interoperability

There are several MTC solutions that have been developed in order to address a certain demands and services. This has resulted in a dispersion of the technical solutions, which make current M2M markets are much segmented [19].

Therefore, in order to have interoperability between MTC applications and cellular networks service, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has established a technical committee that focus on M2M Service. There are two reference terminologies for MTC: the 3GPP—MTC and IEEE 802.16p, which include enhancements to support machine-to-machine communications (M2M). Both focus on improving network access and core networks. These two schemes are complement to M2M service by ETSI. Therefore, it is possible to combine M2M service by ETSI with any M2M from 3GPP or IEEE, which result in a cellular-centric M2M architecture. In addition, in order to avoid market dispersion and reduce unnecessary and arbitrary standardisations, the “oneM2M” Partnership Project was founded in 2012, the focus is to develop “one” standard for M2M and IoT specification and on consolidating M2M services and standard activities into one unified framework, known as oneM2M [37].

5. Problem Formulation

The 3GPP Model [33] defines FTP bursty traffic according to three parameters: file size $S$, reading time $D$ and the number of devices $i$, as shown in Figure 6. The device data rate will be:

$$x_i = \frac{S_i}{t_i}$$

where $x_i$ is the device achievable data throughput and $t_i$ is the time required to download $S_i$ data (time from the start of reception of the packet until the last bit of the packet is delivered).

![MTC traffic model, 3GPP FTP](image)

In finite buffer traffic model, which characterise MTC category, the device will stop using the network resources once the payload is successfully transmitted. Therefore, the MTC device data throughput is measured by calculating all successfully transmitted bits are taken into account. This means we actually count how many bits are transmitted in less than simulation time (400 ms), which is generally less than the capacity equation.

The traffic density of ROI is defined as the total traffic originating from the total sensor networks within the ROI. Therefore, $R$ is the overall traffic density, which represents the sum rate of the data throughput $r$ of all devices in all sensors networks:

$$R = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{i,n1} + \sum_{i=1}^{k} x_{i,n2} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{i,n3} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{i,n4}$$
where: \( n_1, n_2, n_3 \) and \( n_4 \) are four sensor networks with different requirements, \( j, k, m \) and \( n \) represent the number of MTC devices in the four sensor networks, respectively.

Each network has MTC devices that have certain traffic requirements in order to fulfill their data transaction in a certain time interval. The traffic model of MTC is described as a as low data rate, with small-packet burst traffic [13].

As per 3GPP documentation in [38], “an FTP session is a sequence of file transfers separated by reading times”. There are two main parameters of FTP session: the file size to be transferred and the reading time, which is “the time interval between end of download of previous file and the user request for the next file”. \( S \) has a log-normal distribution with probability distribution function (PDF) as [38]:

\[
f_x = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma x}} e^{-\frac{(\ln x - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}}, \quad x > 0, \quad \sigma = 0.35, \quad \mu = 14.45 \quad (7)
\]

Therefore, the machines should complete their data transaction of \( (S_i) \) with a data rate of \( x_i \) during the allowed time of each type. Any machine that fails to reach this bound will be in outage and their data packets will be discarded.

Once RB resources are granted to a machine, they shall be removed from the total resources in order to avoid giving the same RB to more than one machine at a particular tti, thus:

\[
X_n(RB) = X_T(RB) - X_a(RB) \quad (8)
\]

where, \( X_n \) is the available RBs after removing the assigned RBs \( X_a \) from the total number of RBs \( X_T \). The same holds correct for the MTC device, any device that complete their data transaction should also be removed from the total number of MTC devices that require scheduling, therefore:

\[
Y_{av}(mtc) = Y_T(mtc) - Y_s(mtc) \quad (9)
\]

where, \( Y_{av} \) represents the MTC sensor that yet to complete data transaction, \( Y_T \) represents the total number of devices in the simulation and \( Y_s \) represents the scheduled devices that successfully completed their data transaction.

6. Simulation and Resource Assignment

In sensors network, MTC devices access the cellular network periodically every \( T_s \), in order to transmit their payload for a short period of time \( T_a \). During \( T_a \), the devices should achieve a minimum data throughput of \( R_b \geq x_i \) for transmitting the devices payload. After that, MTC devices enter a waiting time during which these devices collect new data for a new session. The authors in [3] have investigated the requirements of real-time smart devices under MTC, they have found that data transaction occur every \( T_s = 120 \) s, where these devices make data transaction for \( T_a = 430 \) ms. For the sake of safety, and considering the worst case in this work, an access time for these devices has been set to 400 ms = 400 TTI, where MTC devices need to complete their payload transfer.

The simulation and resource assignment of MTC devices is described in Algorithm 1. The simulation is initialised by setting a ROI, in which the BSs and devices (sensors) are generated within that ROI. The simulation lasts for 400 TTIs to allow the sensors to upload their payload. This time has been selected based on stringent MTC devices requirements, as indicated in [3,12]. The number of RBs is defined as well according to the system bandwidth. The algorithm then checks the available MTC devices that request data transmission and the assigned scheduler try to grant resources, taking into account the fairness among them as well as their data rate flow. Three different schedulers have been used to demonstrate the impact of using DBS architecture for MTC traffic in sensors network. The schedulers used are Round Robin (RR), Proportional Fair (PF) and best CQI (b-CQI) algorithm. After checking the link quality model, the BBUs receive devices feedback and the corresponding scheduler will assign resources. Any RB that has been assigned will be removed from the available resources to avoid granting the same RB for more than one device at the same TTI.
Furthermore, all devices that completed data transaction before $T_a$ has elapsed will also be removed from the available set of devices that need access. The resource manager will assign RBs until all available RBs is exhausted or all devices complete their data transaction. After that the data throughput is calculated for devices that successfully completed data transaction within the allowed time (400 TTI). The peak, average and cell-edge throughput is calculated in order to demonstrate the importance of DBS architecture over CBS. The peak and cell-edge data throughput represent a 5% of the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the total data throughput, where the peak throughput denotes the average of the best 5% of MTC devices throughput and the cell-edge throughput denotes the average of the worst 5% of MTC devices throughput.

For DBS scheme, up to 6 RRUs have distributed per BBU. All MTC devices will have resources scheduling (RS) processed at the BBU end with RR, PF, or best CQI. The BBUs receive the devices CQI through all RRUs, where there is a single RS algorithm that’s responsible for resource allocation for all UEs connected to the BBUs and their corresponding RRUs.

Algorithm 1: Proposed Resource Assignment Algorithm

| Define ROI % region of interest |
| set $T_a = 400$ tti % simulation time, this represents the transmission time $T_a$ |
| define network geometry as either: |
| CBS, with no RRUs % network set as three sectored sites |
| or DBS, with up to 4 RRUs per BBU. % network set as BBU and RRUs |
| set a $4 \times 4$ MIMO system for both CBS&DBS.% MIMO type $4 \times 4$ (CLSM) |
| set network size of 21 BBUs, 6 RRUs per BBU and MTC devices. % network size per 150 m ISD, 21 BBUs, up to 6 RRUs per BBU, with MTC devices. |
| set three RS algorithms: RR, PF, best CQI. % these the scheduling algorithms that can be used to schedule MTC traffic. |
| Generate BBUs/RRUs per ROI % within ROI, generate the network BSs. |
| Set finite MTC devices per node % distribute MTC devices with ftp traffic model |
| for each TTI do |
| Check available sensors $Y_{\text{avail}}$ / available resources $N_{\text{RB}}$ % how many devices require network access. |
| if devices outside ROI then |
| reallocate these devices inside ROI % inclusion area only inside ROI |
| end if |
| for each Tx Node do |
| Receive all devices feedback % CQI of MTC devices |
| Schedule sensors according to resources availability % start RS |
| if $R_b \leq x_i$ kbps then % if MTC device did not reach the threshold |
| assign $R_b$ % add more resources |
| $X_{\text{in}(R_b)} = X_{\text{T}(R_b)} - X_{\text{s}(R_b)}$ % Remove assigned $R_b$ |
| Check the fairness and data rate flow for all devices |
| end if |
| Calculate channel state (link quality model), SINR % as per CQI |
| Perform SINR $\rightarrow$ throughput mapping |
| Calculate $R_b$, SE and $J$ index % performance metrics |
| Aggregate cell throughput % for all MTC devices per cell (BBU) |
| end for |
| if $R_b > x_i$ then % when MTC device completed data transaction |
| Receive sensor payload % receive the successfully transmitted packets |
| $Y_{\text{av}(\text{MTC})} = Y_{\text{T}(\text{MTC})} - Y_{\text{s}(\text{MTC})}$ % Remove scheduled sensors |
| end if |
| end for |

7. Simulation Results and Discussion

In this study, multiple bandwidth allocations have been used to support different number of machines. In addition, we have used many transmission modes for each bandwidth to assess their
impact on future MTC traffic. We have calculated the number of devices that have completed data transaction successfully within the allowed time period (400 TTI). We have also traced all these devices to calculate how much the data rate along with their wideband SINR and the amount of resource assigned per TTI. Tables 3–5 show the number of health sensors that successfully sent their payload (100 kbps) during the allowed time intervals 400 ms and for device speed of (0, 30 and 100) kmph that simulate stationary, low speed and fast-moving users in car, respectively. The figures in these tables are for the most stringent sensors demands, normally; some sensors need to transmit a very low data with very long time intervals. Such sensors are less stringent and can easily satisfy their demands with this approach. Taking into account the fact that most of the current sensors support only one antenna, to reduce their size, power consumption and increase their battery life time, Single Input Single Output (SISO) figures are the lower bound for the number of MTC devices that can be supported based on the allocated bandwidth. When MTC devices are equipped with two antennas, the BS can configure MIMO links, with diversity or Closed Loop Spatial Multiplexing (CLSM), which significantly increases the data rate. As we can see in Tables 3–5, the data throughput of MIMO figures is much higher than SISO figures for the allocated bandwidth.

Generally, we have used 500 devices in order to check the dimension of the connectivity and weather these devices completed their data transaction in time or not. For a certain bandwidth/number of resources, the MTC devices have been added group by group in every simulation until some devices cannot have enough resources to complete data transaction (considered in outage). This is done to ensure how many MTC devices can be supported per the allocated bandwidth, where a maximum of 474 out of 500 devices have successfully completed their data transaction, as shown in Table 3—MIMO figure with 20 MHz bandwidth.

In addition, as the user move faster, there will be considerable increase in handover rate and channel estimation time. This will decrease the data rate of MTC devices, which consequently decrease the number of MTC devices that can be simultaneously connected based on certain bandwidth. A test has been made for 80 sensors with speed of 0 kmph, 30 kmph and 100 kmph and for each speed, the simulation has been repeated to investigate the impact on the connected devices with bandwidth allocation of 5 MHz [39]. Higher mobility of devices will also increase the power consumption of the devices, Figures 7 and 8 show the energy per bit in micro joule per bit (µjpb) for all MTC devices including those in outage (devices that fail to make full data transaction) and for SISO and MIMO.

Table 3. Connected MTC devices per node with 0 kmph device speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tx Mode</th>
<th>Allocated Bandwidth (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISO</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 × 2 MIMO</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Connected MTC devices per node with 30 kmph device speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tx Mode</th>
<th>Allocated Bandwidth (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISO</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 × 2 MIMO</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Connected MTC devices per node with 100 kmph device speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tx Mode</th>
<th>Allocated Bandwidth (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISO</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 × 2 MIMO</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 shows the data transaction from four different MTC devices, each belong to a certain corresponding sensor network. Each device has different requirements in term of the ftp file size to
be transferred and the required time for this transaction to be completed. Therefore, as depicted in Figure 9, the devices that have low requirements have completed their data transaction sooner than those devices with higher data requirements (larger ftp file size).

**Figure 7.** Energy per bits in μjpb with single antenna sensors, simulation has been conducted with 80 MTC devices for 5 MHz bandwidth.

**Figure 8.** Energy per bits in μjpb with two antennas sensors, simulation has been conducted with 80 MTC devices for 5 MHz bandwidth.

**Figure 9.** Data transaction from 4 different MTC devices of four sensors networks with different requirements.
8. Scheduling and Fairness with RRU s

Scheduling considered here is a centralised scheduling in which all the network resources will be assigned and processed at the BBUs end. RRU s do not have their own scheduler or resources but rather act as a transparent relay to their corresponding BBUs, to improve the resources use efficiency. Scheduling DBS network with distributed RRU s will not only improve the data throughput but also the resources fairness.

Fairness index [40] rates how equally the resources are distributed over $N$ number of devices, defined by:

$$J(x) = \frac{\left(\sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i\right)^2}{N \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i^2}$$ (10)

where $x$ is a vector of length $N$, which contain the data throughput achieved by the $N$ devices.

The scheduling simulation has been conducted as per Algorithm 1 for RR, PF and best CQI algorithms. Seven BSs has been considered with 30 devices per node. This is because that the network size is determined by the inter-site distance (ISD). ISD has been set to 150 in order to simulate dense network scheme in mmWave which help compensate for the high path loss at this band [30,41,42]. Therefore, with our chosen 600 m$^2$ ROI, there are only seven sites that “fit” in the ROI, expanding the ROI will insure more sites in the simulation but will NOT affect the result, as the ISD is the same.

Generally, we have used 500 devices in order to check the dimension of the connectivity and weather these devices completed their data transaction in time or not. As per the network model table, there are 500 MTC devices in total under test. For a certain bandwidth/number of resources, the devices have been added group by group until some devices cannot have enough resources to complete data transaction (considered in outage). As shown in Table 3—MIMO figure, for instance, there are 474 devices that completed their payload transfer. This has been elaborated in the section of results and discussion. The outcome is shown as per Tables 3–5, where a maximum of 474 out of 500 devices have successfully completed their data transaction (MIMO at 20 MHz). Then when it comes to show the scheduling, spectral efficiency calculation and fairness calculation, only 30 devices were used, in order to check the successfully received bits, calculate the consumed energy per bit, to all devices in test, which in this case 30 devices only (for the sake of simplicity).

As shown in Figure 10, the peak, average and cell edge data throughput has been shown for both DBS and CBS architecture. The data throughput here is calculated from all successfully transmitted bits from all MTC devices during the simulated TTIs. The simulated time here is the time (in TTI) required by the corresponding MTC devices in order to complete full data transaction, as depicted in Algorithm 1. It is shown that DBS has better average and cell edge performance but it is sacrificing the peak data throughput, except for best-CQI scheduler due to its greedy nature, as it gives its resources to devices having high SINR, ignoring those at the cell-edge. Figures 11–13 present the CDF of the MTC average spectral efficiency of the three scheduling algorithms used in Algorithm 1, which show that DBS has improved the system performance in terms of average spectral efficiency in all scheduling algorithms.

Fairness index $j$ on the other hand has also improved due to the distributed RRU s of DBS architecture. The resources and data throughput in the former architecture guarantee a fairer distribution over the $N$ devices in the simulation model. Figure 14 demonstrates the fairness of CBS and DBS architecture, where DBS shows better resource fairness, the data label shows the percentage gain in fairness of DBS over CBS network, due to the spatial distribution of remote antennas.
Figure 10. Peak/avg/Edge TP with/out RRUs.

Figure 11. Average spectral efficiency for RR scheduling algorithm, with and without distributed RRUs.

Figure 12. Average spectral efficiency for PF scheduling algorithm, with and without distributed RRUs.
Distributing RRUs can have larger gain when the position of these RRUs is well optimised, deploying higher number of RRUs in DBS architecture can highly improve the number of successfully connected MTC machines without simultaneously increasing the system bandwidth. Figure 15 shows the improvement of using remote antennas on increasing the number of connected devices.
9. Conclusions

The focus of this work is on supporting massive MTC traffic in next generation 5G networks. The MTC category will contribute to the majority of future IoT traffic, where everything will become connected to the internet. In addition, as mmWave suffer poor channel condition due to high path loss, the excess loss in MTC links can be compensated by distributing remote antennas. RRU's can provide higher SINR in the areas of their deployments, which reflect a significant improvement in spectral efficiency and eventually connect larger number of MTC devices, without simultaneously increasing the allocated bandwidth. Increasing the number of remote antennas will reflect a better performance in term of resource fairness and network capacity and connectivity.

In general, implementing DBS network architecture improves the performance of both machine traffic and human traffic. In addition, DBS architecture can provide a greener network with greater power and spectrum efficiency.
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